UPPER VALLEY HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE COMMITTEE
MEETING JUNE 4, 2008 AT LEBANON LANDFILL
Present: Margaret Bragg, Vickie Davis(UVLSRPC), Charlotte Faulkner, Joyce Noll, Lili
Paxson, Augusta Prince (volunteer), Marc Morgan,(Lebanon Solid Waste Mgr.) Barbara
Whitman
Marc Morgan on Lebanon Landfill
Marc previously worked for the state of NH DES as Recycling Coordinator and HHW
Coordinator. He is now the Solid Waste Manager for Lebanon. The Lebanon Landfill serves 24
communities, 12 in NH, 12 in VT. It takes in 50,000 tons of trash per year and 1500 to 2000
tons of recyclables. Projected life of the landfill is 10 to15 years. Gas from landfill about 47
percent methane. Next year a market analysis on whether to flare or turn it into electricity.
HHW Collections
 Vickie put out bids to every hazardous waste disposal company in NH and has signed a
contract with Enviro Safe which was recently purchased by Triumvirate. This company
was highly recommended.
 Marc’s response to questions: Disposal of medications, dilute with water; Disposal of
hazardous waste by collection companies: usually shipped out west; and put in cement
kilns. Some companies recycle paint, possibly shipped to Canada.
 Why some towns are eligible for 4 collections, other only 1 or 2: Vickie explained that
towns pay per household and some do not have funds to pay for more than 1 or 2
collections.
 Mercury items including fluorescent light bulbs are collected at the landfill and shipped
to lower cost disposal companies. Bulbs can also be taken to Ace and True Value
hardware stores and we should encourage this. Communities can take certain items and
dispose of them at a lower rate than at collections.
 What to do with loaded pickup truck? Charge for every 5 gal. over 20.
 Surveys: Marc recommends limited number of questions: 1. What town are you from?
2. How many households do you represent? 3. How did you hear about the collection?
4. Have you participated in a previous collection?
 We should educate people to stop buying toxics.
 At collections: hand out original cleaning recipe brochures and website info. DES and
ours.
Funding
Marc said the city could help fund printing of educational materials, brochures, etc. His budget
could pay for Home Show booth and possibly related expenses.
Agenda for next meeting: How can we educate towns on disposal and recycling as discussed
at this meeting.
Date for meeting: Sept.10
Collections: August 23 Lili, Barbara and Charlotte; October 18 Charlotte and Barbara; Joyce
will get volunteers.
Respectfully Submitted,
Barbara Whitman

Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee Minutes
October 8, 2008
Members Present: Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Margaret
Bragg, Charlotte Faulkner, Joyce Noll
HHW Collection Volunteers
The volunteer schedule was finalized for the October 18
collection,. It was recognized that three volunteers are needed for
each of the two shifts.
Surveys
A new survey developed by Vickie was used (trialed) at the August
collection. The following suggestions were made to improve data
collection:
1. Record the town of each car participating.
2. The question "Have you participated in a collection
before?" will be changed to accurately reflect participants’ current
and/or past attendance.
Vickie pointed out that there were several questionnaires on which
it was checked that the waste was coming from a small business, but
Vickie was never notified. Vickie must be involved to properly assess
charges and collect payment.
Funding for HHW Collections
The State has reduced the funding for HHW collections from
$200,000 to $170,000, for the entire state. The amount per person has
decreased to 6-13 cents for each resident in a community.
The State will have available $30,000 (on a 50% matching basis)
for towns/municipalities to develop innovative or sustainable
collection projects with measurable results.
Committee Funding
The UVLSRPC has received a $100,000 grant from the USDA to provide
technical assistance for solid waste issues in Sullivan County. Vickie
suggested there could be a role for this committee to support HHV
collections in either expanding our services to Sullivan County or meet
with a group of citizens interested in working on this issue.
Education Outreach
Marc Morgan has stated that there is a need to educate towns on
recycling opportunities. There are categories of universal waste that
towns can collect (fluorescent light bulbs, antifreeze, batteries, cell
phones) and ship to recycling facilities at little or no cost. This is
a more cost-effective way of dealing with these items. Committee
members expressed interest in this educational initiative. Marc would
be willing to provide education/training.
Ace Hardware and True Value have a state grant to collect
fluorescent bulbs from residential users (4-5 bulbs).
Next Meeting - NOVEMBER 19, at 3:00 p.m., at the LEBANON LANDFILL
Submitted by, Joyce Noll

Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee Minutes
November 19, 2008
Members present: Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Charlotte Faulkner, Joyce
Noll. Marc Morgan, Director of the Lebanon Landfill, hosted the group at the
Landfill office.
Marc reported that the Lebanon Landfill has received money (from a resolved issue mitigation) to build a hazardous waste shed at the landfill. Once it is constructed,
the facility will begin collecting paint, automotive fluids (items of lower
toxicity), then expand to more hazardous wastes.
Universal Waste Collection/Education
In order to embark on the project, certain specific data need to be collected: 1. An
inventory of towns participating in HHW collections and 2. A listing of towns that
utilize the Lebanon facility for general waste disposal (this area extends north to
Orford, and south to Sutton, though it does not include all towns between Lebanon and
Sutton), and the universal waste they collect. Our target audience will be towns
using the Lebanon landfill and towns who participate in HHW collections annually. It
was agreed that our collection effort should be directed towards fluorescent light
bulbs, batteries (automotive, rechargeable), and mercury devises (thermostats,
switches…). Committee members can contact communities and speak with recycling
attendants to determine what they are collecting, and what they are not, and why.
Marc listed existing recycling opportunities available to towns:
 Towns can purchase boxes for 4-8 foot fluorescent bulbs for collection and
shipment to a recycling facility -thermostats (private/public partnership,
funded by the heating industry) can be recycled at no cost. Marc pointed out
that municipalities are required to remove Hg-containing devices from
landfills. It is a landfill ban.
 There is a rechargeable battery recycling company (RBRC.org) that will accept
rechargeable batteries at no cost.
 The State has a contract to recycle fluorescent bulbs for a reasonable fee.
 There is a State program to establish collection sites for used oil which could
be taken to landfills and disposed of at no cost.
 Residents can take fluorescent bulbs to Home Depot (compact bulbs only), and to
Tru-Value and Ace Hardware stores.
Vickie will consolidate this information and develop survey questions to distribute
to the committee for comment.
Home Show
The Home Show will include recycling universal waste; HHW collection map (which can
be used for multiple years and utilize stickers to post collections dates), and
gardening exhibit.
Funding
Our education efforts for the next year are included in the Sullivan County grant.
Marc, on behalf of the Lebanon landfill, has offered to pay the cost of the booth at
the home show. It was suggested that we apply to the Mascoma Bank and League of
Women Voters of the Upper Valley for support in printing materials.
Education Outreach
Vickie mentioned two groups in Sullivan County that might be interested in
establishing a HHW committee: Waste Action Collaborative, and the Leadership Forum
(comprised of two representatives from each town in the County.)
Next Meeting Date:

December 10, at 3:00 p.m., at the UVLSRPC office.

UPPER VALLEY HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE MEETING MINUTES
January 14, 2009
Members Present:

Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Joyce Noll

CO-OP COMMUNITY PARTNER
The HHW committee is scheduled to be the Co-op Community Partner for the
month of March. A table in the lobby of the Hanover Co-op will be staffed by
committee members (Vickie and Barbara, to date) on the first three Saturdays
in March from 9a.m. to 12 noon. (The fourth Saturday is the Home Show.) This
is a good chance for the committee to garner wider community exposure and an
opportunity to educate the public about household hazardous wastes. Vickie
has sent our mission statement and annual report to Ken Davis - Co-op
contact. The Co-op will make posters.
Joyce will speak with Emily Neuman, Co-op Sustainability Coordinator,
about the Co-op's program to collect compact fluorescent bulbs and
rechargeable batteries; how it is advertised, and the placement of collection
boxes.
UNIVERSAL WASTE
There is a State law that towns can accept universal waste on an ongoing basis and not wait for a designated HHW collection. (Universal waste
includes oil, anti-freeze, fluorescent light bulbs, rechargeable batteries
and car batteries.)
Vickie has scheduled a DES training session on March 19, 1-3 p.m., at
the Grantham Town Hall, for volunteers and town/municipal landfill and
transfer station employees. The objective is education about the
opportunities for collecting and recycling universal waste, thus reducing the
waste stream to landfills and HHW collections. This training session will
satisfy the re-certification requirement for individuals who work at town
waste facilities.
EXPANDING THE HHW COMMITTEE
Vickie will ask Marc Morgan, Solid Waste Manager, City of Lebanon, and
Joyce will ask Emily Neuman, Co-op Sustainability Coordinator, to join our
committee. John Hurd suggested Mary O'Brien, Windsor/Windham Waste District,
as a potential member, but it was felt that our target area does not extend
to Windsor.
HOME SHOW
Dates for the Home Show are March 27, 28, and 29.
Map: The UVLSRPC will prepare the map listing HHW collection
participating towns, dates, and location. It was agreed to ask solid waste
districts for whom we advertise collections to contribute towards the cost of
the map. Vickie will speak with the Windsor district to see if they want to
be included.
Displays will include information on batteries, fluorescent light bulbs,
and gardening.
MISCELLANEOUS
Barbara and Joyce will collect all of the committee's materials from the
GUVSWD for storage at the UVLSRPC office.
NEXT MEETING DATE: February 11 at 3 p.m.

UVHHW Committee Meeting Minutes
February 11, 2009
Members Present: Vickie Davis(UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Margaret Bragg, Charlotte
Faulkner, Joyce Noll
Co-op Community Partner in March:
Dates: March 7, 14, and 21; Location: the Lebanon Co-op is the preferred location
Staffing: 7th - Margaret and Barbara; 14th - Margaret and Vickie; 21th - Charlotte and Vickie
(Note: the above schedule may be subject to change based upon volunteers’ availability.)
Display Materials: Trifold on HHW collections, what to bring, what is not acceptable, collection
statistics, etc. Vickie will update this material.
Handouts: non-toxic household cleaners, informational sheet on batteries and examples; dates
and location of 2009 HHW collections; information on universal waste
Home Show:
Booth payment - The HHWC took both discounts (chamber of commerce - UVLSRPC is a
member, and non-profit organization). We were informed that this is not allowable and
therefore, we will remit $50 to the Lebanon Chamber of Commerce.
Advertising - The committee is going to charge the North Country Council, the Southern
Windsor/Windham County Solid Waste District, and the GUVSWD $65 each to be included in
our publicizing HHW collections (Home Show map, collection flyers, etc.)
Contents of Booth – Trifold; Map; HW collection fact sheet with town collections, dates and
locations; Battery display with examples; Fluorescent light bulb display to include info on the
safe cleanup of broken bulbs; Mercury information; Gardening information and handouts;
Universal waste: description and new modes of collection
Handouts - Barbara will inventory our materials and decide which ones are appropriate to
include. We will also have on-site for distribution the Calendar of Events and Green Guide
prepared by John Hurd for the GUVSWD, and pamphlets on HHW alternatives created by the
State of Vermont and contributed by John Hurd.
Website:
The committee is currently paying $130/year for the website. Christine Walker, Executives
Director, UVLSRPC, has offered the committee a page on the planning commission's website at
no cost. This offer was enthusiastically accepted. The website will be done professionally, and
probably not until summer.
Next Meeting Date - Wednesday, March 11, at 3 p.m.

Household Hazardous Waste Committee Meeting Minutes
May 20, 2009
Members Present: Marc Morgan (Solid Waste Manager, City of Lebanon), Vickie
Davis (UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Margaret Bragg, Joyce Noll
HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE COLLECTIONS
Dates: July 25 and October 10; Volunteers for the July collection: 8:30 10:30 Margaret, Charlotte, Joyce; 10:30 - noon
Barbara, Bill, Joyce
TRAINING TOWNS RE: UNIVERSAL WASTE
Marc suggested a letter be sent from the committee to area towns which
the following items (to be listed) can be collected at your town
facility/transfer station, etc., at a lower cost than disposal at HHW
collections. This would provide a public service as well as educating
residents regarding landfill disposal prohibitions. It is important to direct
the letter to the people who are in the position to make decisions. It will
also be necessary to inform the public that this service exists (town web
sites, list servers, posted flyers, etc.) Marc will talk with the NHDES to
see if the state can provide some assistance.
Marc and Vickie proposed that a hands-on training session to demonstrate
the mechanics of universal waste collection (how to collect, package, box for
shipping and label) would be extremely beneficial. The Lebanon landfill was
thought to be a good location for this demonstration.
GRANTS
The Mascoma Foundation gives priority to new projects and needs.
Possible ideas for support:
1. Packaging vinegar and baking soda kits (green cleaning) for distribution.
2. Unwanted medications collection. Vickie spoke with the woman who runs
the Wolfeboro permanent HHW facility who has also organized collections for
unwanted medications. Marc listed some requirements for such a collection:
permit from the DEA, licensed pharmacist on site and a police officer on
site. Controlled substances would go to the local police department for
destruction. Other substances are disposed of according to the policies of
the vendor.
In the past year, Marc has spoken with DHMC about the disposal of
unwanted medications. DHMC has stated that it would be willing to donate
pharmacy staff time if such a collection could be arranged. If this project
goes forward, the committee should consider asking DHMC for funding
assistance, as well as the VA and Alice Peck Day Hospital.
COLLECTIONS
Advertising - Send information to local schools, environmental clubs,
Town web sites and list servers.
Surveys - Two surveys will be needed, one for the number of households
participating, and one for households by volume and/or weight (10 gallons or
10 pounds.)
Questions to ask APT Environmental (HHW contractor)
l. Small quantity generators - how will they be handled?
2. Where does all the waste go? What items are recycled vs buried or
incinerated.
Marc noted that managing universal waste is a better option for disposal
because of a higher probability it is recycled.
CO-OP PARTNER OF THE MONTH
Barbara will contact the Hanover Co-op to find out the amount of money
donated to our committee.
NEXT MEETING DATE:

June 17 at 3:00 p.m. at the Lebanon landfill.

Household Hazardous Waste Committee Meeting Minutes
June 17, 2009
Present: Marc Morgan (Lebanon Solid Waste Facility), John Hurd (GUVSWD), Vickie Davis
(UVLSRPC), Barbara Whitman, Joyce Noll, and Lawrence Sawyer (APT)
Co-op Partner of the Month
The committee realized a sum of $534.29 as the designated March Co-op partner of the month.
Hanover Sustainability Project
Joyce reported that the subgroup on waste reduction and recycling is in the baseline information-gathering
stage. Shopping bag waste reduction and creating a list of reduce-reuse-recycle resources for Hanover
residents is an early action item. Joyce questioned whether it is possible to calculate the amount of
waste/household collected from a specific community and Marc and Vickie said that at this time, it is not.
It would require additional personnel
HHW Collection
Louie Sawyer (APT Environmental, the HHW contractor) enlightened the group as to the eventual
disposal of the collected waste. Mostly everything is incinerated, or fuels blended, for controlled burns;
ex., pesticides are mostly water. They are combined with gasoline, contaminated oils or other liquids and
are sent to NJ for incineration. This is more cost-effective than paying for disposal of the entire amount.
Small-quantity generators will contact Tammy from APT to make disposal arrangements. A manifest is
drawn up for that business for billing purposes. Towns will not be billed for commercial waste.







Lebanon will provide a 55 gallon drum for used oil.
APT will set aside fluorescent light bulbs and Lebanon landfill will recycle them (cost: $0.40 for
a CFB, and $0.20 for a 4 foot long fluorescent tube).
Fire extinguishers and propane tanks can be disposed of at the Lebanon landfill for a fee (for
landfill users only).
Car batteries will be accepted and recycled by Lebanon.
Rechargeable batteries will be collected and shipped (free) to a battery recycler.
Smoke detectors must be returned to the manufacturer.

Surveys will be identical to those used last year.









Outreach to inform the public about collections:
The Point radio station in Lebanon offers free advertising
The Calendar of Events in the Valley News
Community listserv
Sandwich board at the Lebanon landfill entrance
HHW website
Valley News advertisement
Contact local school environmental clubs

Training Towns on Universal Waste Disposal
Vickie is developing a brochure on universal waste disposal. The committee will help her in collecting
data on what items are currently collected by area towns, and where they go. Marc Morgan and John
Hurd proposed developing an information/training program on universal waste for area counties. Don
Maurer, State of NH recycling program, might be able to assist.
Grant Projects - deferred to August meeting
Next Meeting Date - Wednesday, August 19, at 3:00 p.m., at the Lebanon landfill.

Household Hazardous Waste Committee Meeting Minutes
August 19, 2009
Present: Marc Morgan (LSWF), John Hurd (GUVSWD), Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), Barbara
Whitman, Margaret Bragg, Joyce Noll
August HHW Collection
According to participant responses, fewer people noted the newspaper as a source of
information. More people (70%) rated the "other" category as their informational source. This
year, advertising is funded by grant money. Next year, we will plan to take advantage of "free"
advertising opportunities and information posting/sharing websites.
Universal Waste Management
Brochure - Vickie has created a universal waste brochure which was reviewed by the committee.
Vickie proposes calling this waste category "special waste" so as to include electronic waste,
which is not a universal waste in NH, but it requires special handling (it is banned from
landfills), and adding a special section for other household-generated waste products such as: oil,
antifreeze, old gasoline, tires, etc. Committee members agreed that this would make the brochure
more useful.




Corrections suggested: Omit municipal drop-off locations from brochure because that
information tends to change more frequently. Collection options should follow waste
descriptions
Audience: The brochure is primarily targeted for public education, use
Distribution: Make the brochure available in electronic form to towns who could then
print them.

There is also a possibility of a NH grant and USDA funds to support reproducing the brochure
Training for area counties - Vickie is orchestrating training for personnel from area counties
which is essentially a repeat of the Grantham DES presentation last March, plus a hands-on
component. It will take place at the Lebanon landfill.
Medical Waste Collection
Vickie attended an unwanted medication collection in Wolfeboro, NH and detailed its operation:
it occurs at the same time as the HHW collection; unwanted medications are taken by a police
officer and then sorted by a registered pharmacist, and the data entered into a computer
spreadsheet; non-controlled medications are incinerated (APT is permitted to collect them);
controlled medications are taken by the police department for disposal. Sara Silk, Director of the
Wolfeboro facility, is willing to speak to the committee sometime this winter.
There is a SWANA (Solid Waste Association of North America) conference scheduled for
September 15 on "Pharmaceutical and Prescription Drug Waste Collection." Vickie, Marc, and
Joyce plan to attend.

Grant Projects and Other Support
Vickie will write a grant proposal to the Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation for funding her
time, printing of brochures, educational outreach, and technical assistance for the unwanted
medication collection. To support the grant application, she will solicit letters from Marc
Morgan, DHMC, and the Lebanon Chief of Police. A short discussion relating to brochures
followed: Vickie said that it is important to get this information into the hands of home health
care workers, for these people are often responsible for getting rid of medicines no longer
needed. Marc stated that it is important to delineate the commercial versus the residential target
group. Commercial would include hospitals, nursing homes, extended/continuing care facilities,
retirement communities, veterinarians, etc. Patients and the general public constitute another
target category.
Marc suggested that we ask DHMC for any assistance that they can provide; pharmacy staff
volunteers (to include a registered pharmacist); money, website support, advertising. Marc said
that we should look to local waste-hauling companies for support.
John suggested sponsoring a two-state (NH/VT) unwanted medication collection and holding it
at the Lebanon landfill.
Next Meeting Date - Wednesday, September 16, at 3 p.m. at the Lebanon Landfill.

Household Hazardous Waste Committee
September 16, 2009 Meeting Minutes

Present: Marc Morgan, Director, Lebanon Solid Waste Facility, Vickie Davis, UVLSRPC, Barbara Whitman,
Margaret Bragg, Joyce Noll
Unwanted Medication Collection
Vickie, Marc and Joyce reported on the conference they attended the previous day on holding an unwanted
medication collection. A review of actually what takes place at an event follows: Individuals come in with their
medications (ideally in original containers), and give them to a police officer who hands them to a pharmacist.
The pharmacist sorts and categorizes the medications as controlled and non-controlled items. The non-controlled
items are placed in hazardous waste containers. The controlled substances are inventoried and given to law
enforcement. All medications accepted are counted and identified and are entered into the computer to maintain an
accurate inventory. At the end of the event, the hazardous waste hauler removes the non-controlled substances
(which are discarded in paint), and law enforcement takes the controlled substances to the police station for eventual
destruction. The collection must be in full compliance with federal and state laws.
Marc stated that we should emphasize the proper disposal of sharps because they can be ejected from the containers
in which they are discarded as they are being crushed, causing injury to landfill employees. Vickie will include that
information in the grant application.
Gail Bruce, Hazardous Waste Management, DHMC, will give the UVLSRPC $10,000 to support four collections in
Grafton and Sullivan Counties. Linda Sawyer, Director of Outpatient Pharmacy Services, DHMC, will provide
pharmacists and pharmacy support personnel for the collections.
2009 HHW Collections
Vickie reported that participants are bringing in more waste per household. A question arose of limiting the amount
disposed of for free but members felt that would result in improper disposal later. Marc is for a "no limit" policy.
The bottom line is that we want people to dispose of their waste properly.
Vickie stated that we should define "household" by the quantity of material brought. If the amount exceeds the
permitted limit, then household count would increase accordingly. Marc would like to investigate options for
recycling oil-based paints.
The committee remains uncertain as to the final destination of the hazardous waste collected at our events. Where
does it all go? Vickie will place in the contract to haulers a request to list the names and locations of sites so that the
committee can have an opportunity to evaluate them.
Marc is going to add to the contract with towns using the Lebanon landfill a condition that they participate in at least
one HHW collection a year.
October 10th Collection Volunteers
8:30 - 10 a.m.
10:00 - noon

Margaret, Charlotte. Joyce
Barbara, Bill, Joyce

Next Meeting Date - OCTOBER 28, at 2:00 p.m., at the Lebanon landfill. NOTE CHANGE IN TIME

Household Hazardous Waste Committee
October 28, 2009 Meeting Minutes
Members Present: Marc Morgan (LSWF), Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), John Hurd (GUVSWD),
Margaret Bragg, and Joyce Noll.
Guests Present: Scott Rathburn (Lt., Lebanon Police Department), Lindsey Waterhouse
(Manager, Safety and Environmental Programs, DHMC), Gail Bruce (Environmental
Compliance, DHMC),
The focus of the meeting centered on planning for unwanted medication collections in 2010.
Vickie proposed conducting four collections: two in Lebanon, one in New London or Newbury,
and another in Claremont (possibly at Wheelabrator). The Department of Environmental Safety
is not able to provide funding for the unwanted medicine collections.
Linda Sawyer, Manager of Outpatient Pharmacy Services, DHMC, will provide all pharmacy
support. The Lebanon Police Department will provide a police officer and a vehicle at a cost of
$60/hour. Gail Bruce will contact Triumvirate to see if they could be the contractor for the
collection. The plan for the collection is to accept all unwanted medications; controlled,
prescription, and over-the-counter. Controlled substances will be taken by the police department
for disposal. All non-controlled medications will be destroyed as hazardous waste. Noncontrolled medications will have to be separated into hazardous and non-hazardous materials (for
worker safety and packing purposes.) An inventory of all medications accepted will be entered
into a computer. A signed inventory of controlled substances must accompany the controlled
substances through to their eventual disposal. A medication waste manifest must accompany the
non-controlled substances.
Needles/sharps: There is a need to establish a policy for handling needles and sharps. Marc
would like to work with DHMC to create a mechanism for safe disposal. Lindsey stated that
Biosystems provides DHMC with canisters for sharp collection and, when filled, removes the
canisters, disposes of the needles, and recycles the containers.
Scott suggested that the police officer in attendance not be the person receiving medications from
participants. This would obviate his need to possibly ask questions relating to the medications
accepted. Also, a policeman with a gun might cause people to feel uncomfortable.
There is also a need to educate ourselves so that we understand what might be coming in—
particularly medications designated as hazardous waste.
Vickie will arrange a training session for unwanted medication collections with Sarah Silk
sometime in the spring.
Submitted by Joyce Noll

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
December 16, 2009
Members present: Vickie Davis (UVLSRPC), Margaret Bragg, Charlotte Faulkner, Joyce Noll
Governance of HHW committee: members agreed to assume the following positions:
Joyce Noll, Chairman
Margaret Bragg, Vice-Chairman
Vickie Davis, Treasurer
Committee Membership
It has long been recognized that the committee, in order to survive and be successful, needs additional members.
Several ideas were suggested: ask representatives from area towns to join the committee; scheduling quarterly
meetings which might make it easier for people to attend; offer an educational component for new members. Vickie
also suggested holding the unwanted medication collection training at DHMC and inviting town representatives. This
might encourage their participation.
Funding for the Unwanted Medication Collection
The committee did not receive the Mascoma grant. Marc has been communicating with waste haulers regarding
sponsoring the collections, but we are unaware of any commitments. This topic was deferred to the next meeting.
Vickie has sent out letters of commitment to towns for the 2010 collections The tentative dates for the Lebanon
collections are July 17, and October 2. Vickie is applying for a USDA grant in which she has included funds for the work
of the committee.
Home Show
The committee decided to focus on the unwanted medication collection as the theme for the March home show.
Suggestions for the display include, but are not limited to: a gallon bag with empty pill bottles to demonstrate the
amount brought in per person to the collections (Wolfeboro collection data); possibly a toilet with the bowl cross taped
to demonstrate throwing medications down the drain is improper disposal; ground water display; brochures – special
waste and medical waste.
Vickie will contact neighboring SWMDs and RPCs for $70 to support the cost of creating the map and our webpage.
Flyers listing collection dates and locations, participating towns and accepted waste will also be printed.
Committee Funds
Vickie reported that the HHW committee has an account balance of $846.54. The committee thanked Vickie for
preparing the 2009 annual report.
Next Meeting Date – January 20 at 3 pm at the Lebanon landfill

